
 

 

Переводные экзамены 

по английскому языку 

за 6 класс 



Grammar Exam
Student name

Group/Class

Date Score

GRAMMAR

Read and write.

Score:       / 8

1

Skateboards  (✘, expensive) bikes, but they

 (=, exciting)!

1 a ren’t  a s expensive a s

a re just a s excit ing

Motorbikes  (=, fast) cars, but they

 (✘, safe).

2

Basketball  (=, interesting) football, but it

 (✘, popular).

3

In my town, buses  (✘, expensive) trains, but they

 (=, comfortable).

4

I think maths  (=, difficult) science, but it

 (✘, interesting).

5

Compare and write sentences. Use just as ... as / not as ... as, the words in the box and
the correct form of to be.

       

Score:       / 7

2

exciting high dangerous good interesting quiet expensive big

English  history.1 is just a s interesting a s

Buses  taxis.2

My team  your team.3

Some skyscrapers  some mountains.4

Bikes  skateboards.5

A cinema  a library.6

The Earth  the sun.7

Kayaking  skiing.8



Answer the questions. Use too or not enough and the adjectives in brackets.

Score:       / 4

3

Can your friend beat you in a race? (fast) (slow)1

No, he /  she ca n’t . He /  She isn’t  fa st enough.

He’s /  She’s too slow.

Can you drive a car? (young) (old)2

Can you lift 100 kilograms? (strong) (heavy)3

Can you touch the ceiling? (tall) (high)4

Can an elephant sit at your desk? (big) (small)5

Read. Complete the passive sentences.

Score:       / 5

4

People grow cotton in warm, wet countries.

 in warm, wet countries.

1

Cotton is grown

They use dye to change the colour of the yarn.

 to change the colour of the yarn.

2

People throw away millions of pairs of jeans every year.

 every year.

3

People make wheat into flour.

 into flour.

4

They add water to make pasta dough.

 to make pasta dough.

5

People all over the world eat pasta.

 all over the world.

6



Tick (✔) the sentences that sound correct.

Score:       / 5

5

Jeans are sold in many stores.  1 ✔
Jeans are liked by many people.  2

My old jeans are not thrown away by me.  3

English is spoken in many countries by people.  4

Our T-shirts are produced in China.  5

Billions of T-shirts are sold every year.  6

Look and complete the questions and answers.

Score:       / 8

6

 

 it  of?  

It’s made  .  

 it  for?  

It’s used   books open.

1 Wha t’s ma de

of lea ther

Wha t’s used

for keeping

 

 it  of?  

It’s   plastic.  

 it  ?  

It’s    your way to new

places.

2

 

  made of plastic?  

No,  . It’s  

metal.
 

 it  for  wood?  

, it is.

3



Read and write will or am / is / are going to. Write a, b or c.

Score:       / 10

7

a prediction about the futureA

a future plan or intentionB

a prediction based on something we can see or hear right nowC

Do you like my guitar? I can’t play it yet, but I  learn to play it next year.1 ’m going to

b

Look at those dark clouds! It  rain!2

I’ve never been to that swimming pool, but I think it  be fun!3

In the future, I think a lot of people  live in skyscrapers.4

My sister bought some eggs, sugar and butter today. She  make a cake!5

On my birthday, we  have dinner in that new Italian restaurant.6

Complete the sentences with the correct form of will or going to.

A: When  you  do your homework?

B: I don’t know, maybe after lunch.

A: When you’re at university, you  be pleased you worked hard!

A: The school concert is on Friday. I  practise the accordion now.

B: Watch out! You  drop it!

A: What  transport be like in the future?

B: There  be any cars. People  travel by bus and train.

A: What  you  do this weekend?

B: I  watch a football match with my brother.

A: Look at those black clouds!

B: We should walk faster. It  rain.

Score:       / 10

8

1 a re going to

2

3

4

5



Complete the questions and answers with the present simple form of the verbs.

Score:       / 5

9

What time of year  spring  in your country?

It  in January. (start)

1 does sta rt

sta rts

What time  the train  in Paris?

It  at 3 o’clock in the afternoon. (arrive)

2

What time  your plane ?

It  in 15 minutes. I’d better run! (leave)

3

When  the concert doors ?

They  in half an hour. (open)

4

What time  you  football practice tomorrow?

We  at 11 o’clock. (finish)

5

Draw lines to match the parts of the sentences.

Score:       / 7

10

You’ll need your coat1

We’ll go to the beach2

If you don’t rest,3

If you don’t tell the truth,4

You’ll learn a lot of new words5

If I see Mark,6

You won’t pass your exams7

If you study hard,8

if you don’t work harder!a

you’ll do well in the test.b

you’ll feel tired later.c

I’ll give him the message.d

if it snows today.e

you’ll be in trouble.f

if you read more.g

if the weather is good.h

Read and circle.11

You  be hungry later if you  your lunch.1 ’re ’ll don’t finish won’t finish

If he  the truth, he  in trouble.2 tells will tell isn’t won’t be

If it  tomorrow, we  a picnic.3 rains will rain don’t have won’t have



Score:       / 5

If she  my car, I  her to the

party!

4 doesn’t wash don’t wash don’t drive won’t drive

I  pizza for dinner if you  me.5 make ’ll make help will help

My dad  astonished if I  my homework now!6 is will be do will do

Complete the sentences. Use may (not), might (not) or could and a verb from the box.
More than one answer is possible.

       

Score:       / 7

12

arrive call cut escape get go think win

The cage door is open. The tiger !1 might /  ma y /  could esca pe

The rope is very strong so the scissors  it.2

She’s worried about the strange noise. She  the police.3

But the police are very busy so they  it is important.4

Oh, no! Our kitten has gone outside. It  lost.5

It’s hot and sunny today so we  to the beach.6

We  the story competition because our teacher said we

did well.

7

There has been an accident so the train  on time.8

Complete the sentences with words from the box.

       

Score:       / 7

13

planning was played didn’t were going working liked

My teacher said the debate  fun.1 wa s

My parents said they were  a birthday party.2

Jenny said she  want to go to the museum.3

My brother said he  strawberries more than ice cream.4

The children said they  tired.5

My teacher said that we were  hard.6

Brian said he was  to Brazil on holiday.7

Anna and Paulo said they  chess every Saturday.8



Write reported sentences with what the people said.

Score:       / 5

14

‘I don’t eat a lot of sugar,’ said Barbara.1

Ba rba ra  sa id she didn’t  ea t a  lot  of suga r.

‘I’m rehearsing for a concert,’ said my sister.2

‘I go shopping every Saturday,’ said Andy.3

‘We’re having a debate,’ said Gary.4

‘I’m afraid of spiders,’ said my best friend.5

‘Your team is playing really well,’ said my dad.6

Circle the correct word to complete the dialogue.

Sam: I’m sure I heard ! There’s 

 downstairs.

Ana: I didn’t hear . There’s 

 there. Don’t worry!

Sam: Well, let’s find your bag and go. I don’t want  to

find us. You know we’re not allowed inside at break time.

Ana: I don’t know where it is. It could be .

Sam: Have you looked in your locker?

Ana: Yes, I have, but there was  in it.

Sam: Well, it must be  on this floor.

Ana: But we’ve looked everywhere – the classroom, the canteen, the library, the gym,

the cloakroom ... It’s !

Score:       / 8

15

1 something anything nothing
2 anyone someone no one

3 something anything nothing
4 someone no one anyone

5 someone anyone no one

6 somewhere anywhere nowhere

7 something anything nothing
8 somewhere anywhere nowhere

9 somewhere anywhere nowhere



Vocabulary Exam
Student name

Group/Class

Date Score

VOCABULARY

Complete the sentences with the words.

      

  

Score:       / 9

1

virtual hug old-fashioned backwards workshop pedal forwards

polluted lift skyscraper

You can only ride a bike .1 forwa rds

Can you  this box for me? It’s very heavy.2

Factories can make the air .3

The  was full of wonderful inventions.4

Clothes from 50 years ago look  today.5

My brother is lazy. He prefers to play  football on his computer.6

To win a bike race, you have to  very fast.7

It’s dangerous to drive a car  if you can’t see what is behind you.8

The Burj Khalifa in Dubai is the tallest  in the world.9

I always  my grandmother when I see her.10

Read and circle.2

There were too many people on the cycle path. It was very  .1 polluted crowded

The Shanghai Tower in China is one of the tallest  in the

world.

2 workshops skyscrapers

This virtual basketball game is very . All of my friends play it!3 popular crowded

When I arrived at my aunt’s house, she  me and smiled.4 hugged pedaled

My mum’s phone is very . It can’t take photos!5 old-fashioned virtual

The air in big cities is very  because there is a lot of traffic.6 fit polluted



Score:       / 8

I can’t  my bike. It’s too heavy.7 hug lift

If you want to do dangerous sports like skateboarding, you need to have the right 

.

8

safety equipment workshops

My brother is very . He runs 10 kilometres every day!9 old-fashioned fit

Write the words.

       

Visiting Pleasant Park on Rock Island

You can get to Pleasant Park by . You can buy a  ticket

for £3 and a  ticket for £5 at the . If you are under 16, you

can get a . Many people visit Pleasant Park every day. It is a very 

 place. At the weekend, it is often very . Please be polite

to other visitors and always pick up your rubbish. Please help us  the

plants. Don’t walk on them and don’t pick the flowers. Please do not cycle on the road.

Always use the . Enjoy your visit to the park!

Score:       / 8

3

cycle path crowded single ferry popular protect return discount

ticket office

1 ferry 2 

3 4 

5 

6 7 

8 

9 

Find the words and complete the sentences.4

c o t t o n d a r k d e n i m d y e h a r v e s t

j e a n s l i g h t s o f t t h r o w a w a y y a r n

1 2 



 are made from . This is a kind of material. It is made

from , which is grown in many different countries. After they 

 the plant, they make it into . Then they use indigo 

 to colour it dark blue.

My jeans are five years old, so they are very . They used to be very 

 blue, but after washing them so many times, they are 

blue. My mum wants me to  my jeans because they’re too old. But I think

I’m going to recycle them.

Score:       / 9

1 Jea ns 2 

3 

4 5 

6 

7 

8 9 

10 

Read and write. Use some of the words in the box.

       

 

Score:       / 9

5

advert cheap documentary leather light programme soft the news

throw away useful

Stonewashed jeans are washed with stones to make them .1 soft

After stonewashing, the jeans aren’t dark blue. They’re  blue.2

Don’t  your old clothes! Take them to a charity shop.3

Yesterday I watched a very interesting  on television. It was about

harvesting cotton in India.

4

This knife is very  – you can cut lots of different things with it.5

My shoes are made of .6

I saw an  on television yesterday for a new smartphone. It looked

really cool, and didn’t cost much money – it was very .

7

My favourite television  is . I like to know what is

happening in the world.

8



What are they made of? Write the words in the correct column.

        

  

glass leather metal wood

Score:       / 11

6

bag bike bottle door furniture jacket knife light bulb pencil

shoes skis window

shoes

Complete the sentences with words from the box.

     

   

Score:       / 9

7

accordion classical music folk music perform pop music promote

rap music rhythm tour tune

 has lots of words. The words often rhyme.1 Ra p music

 has words, too. The music usually tells a story.2

 comes from the word popular because many people like it.3

Most  doesn’t have words.4

An  is a musical instrument in the shape of a box.5

All music has a . It can be fast or slow.6

Songs with a good  are often easy to remember.7

Musicians often go on  from city to city.8

They  in theatres and concert halls around the country.9

They  their music at concerts, so that people will buy it.10

Read and circle.8

 music is often played by an orchestra.1 Classical Pop

 music is traditional music that often tells stories about people’s lives and

culture.

2 Rap Folk

What is that song? I know the , but I can’t remember the title.3 tune tour



Score:       / 8

This song has got a very regular .4 rhythm rap

My favourite musical instrument is the .5 accordion orchestra

‘What time does the concert start?’ ‘I don’t know. Look at the !’6 rehearsal calendar

My favourite films are  films. I really like love stories.7 catchy romantic

It  happy when I listen to my favourite music.8 makes me feel reminds me of

This song  my best friend.9 makes me feel reminds me of

Match the words to the correct definitions.

Score:       / 7

9

calendar1

orchestra2

lively3

catchy4

cheerful5

optimistic6

midnight7

rehearsal8

12 ama

the practice before a performanceb

having hope about the futurec

happyd

a group of musicians who play

classical music

e

a system that shows the days and

months of the year

f

full of life and energyg

describing a song that is

easy to remember

h

Complete the definitions with the words.

       

 

10

astonished collect emperor forgive furious own palace powerful

swan temper

The place where a king or queen lives is called a .1 pa la ce

When someone is really angry, they are .2

When you are very surprised, you are .3



Score:       / 9

The opposite of powerless is .4

When someone gets angry very easily, we say they have a bad .5

When you go to get something you have ordered, you  it.6

It is good to  people who hurt or upset you.7

A man similar to a king in ancient China was called an .8

A beautiful, large white bird is called a .9

If you  something, it belongs to you.10

Read and write. Use the words in the box.

       

 

Score:       / 9

11

forgive own take place furious moral tell the truth escape palaces

bad temper tell lies

My dad was  when I broke that window. He shouted at me and I had

to pay for a new window.

1 furious

Kings and queens usually live in .2

In this story, the thief can’t  because he’s tied up!3

If you have a , you are often angry.4

I  lots of books. They are all on shelves in my bedroom.5

When you say that something happened, but it didn’t happen, you .6

If people hurt you, it can be very difficult to  them.7

The  of the story is: always try to see the good in people.8

The stories  in space in the year 2150.9

If a police officer asks you questions, you should .10



Read the story. Circle the correct word.

Yesterday afternoon I went to the library to  a book. Suddenly, two

people appeared and told me that I was . Then they took a 

 and tied me up. I tried to , but I couldn’t. The

rope was too strong. They didn’t  me, but I was scared. I was waiting for

someone to  me when I heard someone laugh. My friends Robert and

Mark were playing a  on me. I was  until I realised

that it was just a dream.

Score:       / 7

12

1 rescue collect
2 in trouble astonished

3 rope paddle 4 take place escape
5 hurt own

6 rescue escape
7 game trick 8 furious telling lies

Write the missing letters. Then match to the definitions.

Score:       / 9

13

t e a sp o o n1

__ __oi__ __2

b__ __ __e3

a__ __4

p__ __ __u__t5

s__ __ __t6

b__ __c__d__7

m__d__ __8

d__ __ __9

__n__c__10

a decision between two or more thingsa

with a taste like sugarb

the food you eat every dayc

to say that somebody made a bad thing happend

food that you eat between mealse

thick and thin black lines on a labelf

something that is made and soldg

a small tool used for putting sugar in teah

TV, radio, newspapers, the internet, and similar

ways of communicating to lots of people

i

a computer program for a smartphone or tabletj



Find the words and complete the sentences.

Score:       / 7

14

d i e t r e s e a r c h b e l i e v e c o n c e n t r a t e

u n f a i r s n a c k t e a s p o o n s s w e e t

I usually put two  of sugar in my tea.1 tea spoons

If you need a  between meals, don’t eat chocolate or sweets!2

I’m going to the library to do some  for a history project. I need

somewhere quiet so that I can .

3

Most people, especially children, like food that tastes .4

We should all have lots of fruit and vegetables in our .5

Remember that newspapers and television don’t always tell the truth. We shouldn’t

always  the media!

6

David gave you four chocolates, but only gave me two. I think that’s !7

Complete the sentences with the words.

      

  

Score:       / 7

15

against debate research lose believe multi-tasking concentrate

unfair exam What’s wrong

Have you done any  for your science project?1 resea rch

In the class , were you for or  the motion?2

You look unhappy. ?3

You won’t  me, but I passed my maths !4

In my opinion, the result was very .5

I can’t . Please turn the TV off!6

 is definitely the best way to work.7

Did you  your door keys yesterday?8


